Join equestrian performing artist, trainer and clinician Cynthia Royal and her Andalusian horse, Lord
of the Rings Shadowfax movie star Blanco, along with Tony Royal and several of their other libertytrained exhibition horses, as they come to your area for a unique and exciting private 2-evening clinic.
Based on the ground breaking approach featured in the upcoming television show Horse Talk and just
released DVD video training series, you will learn their truly unique and exciting method, unlike any
other in its simplicity, results, and sheer enjoyment.
Cynthia translates the way horses naturally interact with one another into an extremely easy, quick and
effective system of communication necessary as the foundation to any successful program. In a free,
open environment and without the use of force or other restraint, you will learn how to build a magical
relationship with any horse by interacting in a way the horse will instinctively understand. Learn the
secrets of how to become BOTH your horse’s trusted friend AND nurturing leader, gifting the horse with
what he needs most to feel safe and happy. Described as “The Missing Link” in most training programs,
this approach applies to anyone involved with horses and any horse of any age, training or experience,
paving the way for harmony and success in any discipline or equine pursuit.
In addition to the myriad benefits such a partnership affords, this approach is the foundation for easily
and quickly achieving bridleless riding, further expanding your relationship with your horse. Learn how
bridleless riding through this approach results in a deeper connection with your horse and a more
sensitive, aware, confident rider for all mounted disciplines. Also, glean insight on how to teach such
trick behaviors such as the bow, lie down, sit, march and rear with suggestion, rather than force and
restraint.
Cynthia is a dynamic and captivating clinician, who motivates and inspires with her Follow Your Dreams
approach. Her passion for this work and the horses shines through as she spreads the word of a new
way of being with our equine partners. This is literally a life altering experience not to be missed!
On the first evening, the method will be covered in its entirety. On the second evening, attendees will
have the opportunity to practice what they have learned with the Discover The Magic horses and watch
as Cynthia demonstrates the approach on several new horses (Contact us to submit your horse for
consideration. Modest additional fee applies.). Advance on-line tickets for the 2-evening event are $75.
Tickets are available at the door for $100.
Additional information on Clinician can be found at the following internet sources:
Recent NBC Television spots:

http://your4state.com/media_player.php?media_id=16628 and
http://www.wbaltv.com/video/15734251
Feature Article:
www.RidingMagazine.com/riding_onlinemag/rm_article_jan08_imagine.htm
Pictures, Projects & Boutique:
www.IMAGINE-DiscoverTheMagic.com
Sample Videos and Commercials: www.YouTube.com/user/DiscoverTheMagic

Contact Tony Royal with questions at 703-328-1583 or Tony@IMAGINE-DiscoverTheMagic.com .
To purchase tickets, visit the Boutique at: www.IMAGINE-DiscoverTheMagic.com .

